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Abstract 

The quantitative prediction and the simulation of irradiation dama
ge present a considerable interest for the technology of fast neutron and 
fusion reactors. However, at present time, even qualitative predictions are 
not always possible when the dose rate varies over a relatively large range; 
for example the formation of vacancy loops takes place instead of that of 
voids, precipitation occurs in under-saturated solid solutions etc... 

Therefore, in addition to a microscopic description of the pheno
mena, it seems important to elaborate an irradiation damage phenomenology. 

We report the results of a systematic experimental study of dose 
rate effects for radiation induced precipitation in îtt Si solid solution 
alloys. As will be seen, the existence of dose rate thresholds for this 
phenomenon is clearly established. The composition dependence of this 
threshold permits the definition of a solubility limit under irradiation 
which is both temperature and dose rate dependent. Finaly, the various theo
retical approaches to radiation induced precipitation will be discussed. 

Introduction 

The technical relevance of radiation effects poses two questions 
which are of both practical and fundamental interest : 

- is it possible to predict the effects of an irradiation in given 
conditions ? 

- how can we extrapolate the results obtained under given irradiation 
conditions (e.g. irradiation by charged particles) to other conditions 
(e.g. those in a real fission reactor). 
No reliable answer to these questions can be obtained without a good unders
tanding of the mechanisms for the formation, the propagation, and the agglo
meration of the radiation produced point defects. 

The production of point defects by irradiation is fairly well des
cribed (i). Nevertheless several important questions are still under theo
retical and experimental study : these concern 

- the spatial distribution of the point defects (2) 
- the various effects of temperature on the threshold energy (3) 



- the short time rearrangement of the core of the displacement cascades 
(4) 

The understanding of the mechanisms for point defect migration is 
improving. Recent progress has been achieved in the understanding of radia
tion induced vacancy jun-vs (5) and of interstitial migration in concentrated 
alloys (6). 

Point defect agglomeration is the subject of numerous studies. By 
comparing the swelling behavior of copper under neutron, electron and ion 
irradiation, Glovinski et al (7) could show the following : voids result from 
the coprecipitation of gas atoms with vacancies whi> in the case of ion irra
diation escaped the displacement cascade. Vacancy loops, on the other hand, 
are formed by vacancy agglomeration in the very core of the cascade. 

These experiments, and the Monte Carlo simulation which has been 
developed (8) have shown that, in the low temperature part of the swelling 
peak, the higher the dose rate, the more numerous the vacancy loops. For 
sufficiently high dose rates, no more cavities are found and only vacancy 
loops remain. This proves the existence of a dose rate threshold for the 
formation of voids. Such a threshold has been observed in several metals. 
Fig. I summarizes the literature concerning ion and neutron irradiation in 
nickel. 

In the case of solid solutions, Adda et al (9) have suggested that, 
depending on the dose rate and the temperature, the irradiation may result in 
qualitatively different effects : mere enhancement of diffusion at low dose 
rates and high temperatures, or changes in the respective stability of various 
phases at higher dose rates and lower temperatures. 

However, one should not conclude that the type of radiation damage 
to be observed merely depends on dose rate effects : experiments show that 
what is observed at the macroscopic level depends on two types of effects 
which may or may not be coupled : 

- effects which are related to the core structure of the displacement 
cascade (formation of vacancy loops, of amorphous material, of nuclei for 
allotropie transformations; for such effects, the size and shape of the cas
cade are of main interest, and each cascade may be studied independently. For 
such effects, one expects qualitative changes in radiation effects to occur 
for certain sizes of the cascade. 

- effects which involve the emission and migration of point defects out
side the displacement cascade. Such effects (like swelling) result from the 
competition between damage and annealing processes. We may therefore expect 
qualitatively different radiation effects when the dose rate and temperature 
are changed. 

In the following, we report the results of a systematic experimen
tal study of dose rate effects for radiation induced precipitation in Ni. Si 
solid solution alloys. As will be seen, the existence of dose rate thresholds 
for this phenomenon is clearly established. The composition dependence of this 
threshold permits the definition of a solubility limit under irradiation which 
is both temperature and dose rate dependent. Finely, the various theoretical 
approaches to radiation induced precipitation will be discussed. 

Experimental study of dose rate effects on radiation induced precipitation 

Among the various possible effects of irradiation on precipitation 
(10), radiation induced precipitation is receiving a growing interest. Three 
cases of radiation induced precipitation in undereaturated solid solution 
alloys have now been reported : 



- NijSi precipitation in neutron (II), Ni ion (12), and I NeV electron 
(13) irradiation of NiSi solid solution alloys; 

- Ni3Be precipitation in Ni ion irradiated NiBe (14, 15); 
- Mg3Cd precipitation in 100 keV electron irradiated MgCd (15 at ") (16). 

Dose rate effects have been studied in some details in the case of 
electron (13) and ion (17) irradiation of NiSi. We report r-:re the nain re
sults of these studies. 

Experiments 

NiSi solid solution alloys containing 2, 4, 6, and 8 at Z Si were 
irradiated with 500 keV ions at two average current densities : 0.2 and 0.02 
jjA/cm2. This corresponds to dose rates, averaged over the range of Ni ions 
in the sample, of 2.08 10*3 and 2.08 10"* dpa/s respectively, assuming a 
displacement threshold energy of 40 eV (18). The total doses ranged from 1 to 
10 dpa. Thin samples made out of the same alloys were irradiated with 1 MeV 
electrons in the HVEM at CNRS-ONERA. The electron flux ranged between 1.2 I0 2 0 

to 3.7 10" e"/cm2.s which corresponds to dose rates of 1.48 10°' to 8.7 10"s 

dpa/s (13). The total doses ranged from 1 to .1 dpa. The error in temperature 
readings due to local beam heating was less than I0*C at 500*C with the maxi
mum current density as could be checked by an in situ measurement of the 
critical temperature for the order-disorder transition in NiiFe which is 
usually assumed to be independent of irradiation. This however remains to be 
established. Hore details on the sample preparation procedure are given in (12). 
Samples were observed either in a conventional TEM (Philips EM 300 or Siemens 
102) or in situ during the irradiation in the HVEM. 

Precipitation was detected by the occurence of superlattice spots 
on the transmission electron diffraction patterns. These spots are typical of 
y' (Ni3Si) superlattice reflections. Dark field imaging with these reflections 
makes the y' precipitates visible. 

Solid solution instability under irradiation 

The NiSi solid solution alloys were observed to decompose for a lar
ge variety of irradiation conditions. However, y' precipitation only occurs in 
a well defined field of the dose-rate vs temperature diagram. Fig. 2 shows 
this field in the case of I MeV electron irradiations for two different alloy 
compositions. For ion irradiations, a similar diagram exists, with a slightly 
different shape. It will be published elsewhere (17). 

As shown on fig. 2, three regimes exist for NiSi solid solutions 
under e" irradiation. For low irradiation temperatures, at low dose rates 
(domain I) a very high density of dislocations is developed, but no evidence 
for y' precipitation is found. At higher dose rates, Y' precipitates do appear 
(domain II). In the high temperature range, precipitation is observed for high 
.dose rates, but not for lower ones (domain III). 

This clearly establishes the existence of dose rate thresholds for 
radiation induced precipitation. These thresholds are temperature dependent 
(s 50°C shift for one order of magnitude change of the dose rate), and also 
composition dependent: the more dilute the alloy the higher these thresholds. 
Thus for given irradiation conditions (i.e. dose rate and temperature), a 
high solute content alloy may decompose whilst a lower one will not. This 
defines a solubility limit under irradiation. This limit is temperature and 
dose rate dependent. Fig, 3 is a tentative schematic representation of the 
coexistence surface for NiSi solid solution alloys under irradiation. 



The morphology of radiation induced precipitation 

First of all the fact that the observed y' precipitates are out of 
equilibrium in the absence of irradiation has been checked on some samples by 
observing precipitate dissolution during post irradiation anneals at the tem
perature of irradiation. 

Depending en the conditions or* irradiation, various precipitate 
morphologies are observed : the y' precipitates are either associated with 
dislocation loops or with the surface of the thin specimens, or form modula
ted structures, in which case no-dislocation loops could be observed. 

In the high temperature region of domain II (Fig. 2), the micro-
structure of both e" and ion irradiated samples consists of interstitial type 
dislocation loops, with {II!} habit planes. Small loops are faulted, whilst 
larger ones unfault, sometimes only partially (Fig. 4 a ) . In this regime, the 
y' precipitates are located along the dislocation line (Fig. 4 b). They there
fore ar.hieve a toroidal shape (type A precipitates on Fig. 5). Sometimes, howe 
ver, the precipitate may fill the center of the loop and has the shape of a 
discontinuous disc (Fig. 5 type B); from Fig. 4 b as well as Fig. 6, one sees 
that as loop growth proceeds, the central part of the precipitate dissolves 
while the rest accompanies the dislocation line during its climb. Figs 7-8 
show other typical morphologies. 

Theoretical approaches to phase stability under irradiation 

The mechanism of radiation induced precipitation raises two 
questions : what is the driving force for phase separation and what is the 
atomistic mechanism ? There is, as yet, no completely satisfactory answer to 
these questions. 

Certainly the driving force for phase separation is provided by the 
continuous production of point defects in the solid. Part of the energy which 
is injected in this way into the solid solution is dissipated (Frenkel pair 
recombination); the remaining part is stored (point defect agglomeration) 
(20). Clearly the formation under irradiation of nonequilibrium precipitate 
is one more mechanism for energy storage in the crystal (21); however, it 
must be recognized that no simple general rule allows the prediction of which 
of the various energy storage mechanisms will operate under given irradiation 
conditions. 

Four different theoretical approaches to the stability of solid 
solutions under irradiation have been attempted. 

a - The first consists of a linear stability analysis of the steady 
state which the solid solution achieves under irradiation (22); 

b - The second assumes that under irradiation, the point defect 
supersaturation merely deforms the free energy function of the solid solution 
and that the standard thermodynamical stability criteria may be used with this 
new function (23); 

c - The third deals with a detailed treatment of the kinetic behavior of 
a precipitate nucleus under irradiation (21); 

d - The fourth gives the key role to the solute segregation on defect 
sinks which is induced by vacancy and interstitial flow effects (24 - 26). 
Steady state stability criteria (22) 

The basic idea of this approach is that, under irradiation, the 
state of a crystal is at best a steady state, the description of which mixes 
chemical-like reactions (point defect creation, elimination and association) 
and diffusion, and that the transition of one structure to another one 



(e.g •ingle phase alloy towards biphase alloy) is a transition between steady 
states rather than between equilibrium states. The crystal under irradiation 
is described by a set of balance equations which govern the spatial and time 
dependence of the concentrations of the various species. Once a steady state 
solution is found, its stability may be checked either with respect to an 
overall change in composition (stability with respect to chemical reactions) 
or with respect to a local perturbation of the concentrations of the various 
species (stability with respect to diffusion and chemical reactions). Using 
the techniques of linear stability analysis (27), the discussion reduces to 
that of the sign of the eigenvalues of a matrix, the coefficients of which 
combine the rate constants of the chemical lil-.e reactions and the diffusivi-
ties. As shown in (22), provided that the steady state concentration of vacan
cies is large enougn (i.e. for nigh dose rates and low temperatures), the 
vacancy-vacancy mutual attraction may drift vacancy uphill diffusion : i.e. 
the spatial uniformity of the radiation induced point defect population will 
be broken. Since the balance equations for the various species in the crystal 
jnder irradiation are coupled (at least by the diffusion term), the loss of 
stability of the population of point defects implies that of the solid solution 

Therefore a solid solution unoer irradiation should exhibit a regime 
of instability beyond a temperature dependent dose rate threshold. Such a 
threshold is shown on Fig. 9. 

It is worth mentioning that the instability limit wJich is found for 
the steady state point defect population, in the presence of chemical* like 
reactions between defects, is slightly shifted with respect to that of the 
equilibrium state of the same population in the absence of these reactions 
(28). ".his proves that according to this model the stability criterion of the 
steady state cannot be strictly derived from the free energy of a closed sys
tem with the point defect concentrations fixed at their steady state value. 
A similar conclusion was reached by Maydet and Russell (21) with a completely 
different approach. 

Nevertheless the study of the free energy of such systems is inte- ~ 
resting since it certainly contributes (even though not exclusive of other 
contributions) to the stability of the solid solutions under irradiation. This 
approach is described in more detail in the next section. 

Before leaving this section, let us remark that in the presence of 
an anisotropic point defect interaction potential, the decomposition of the 
solid solution from the unstable regime would give rise to a modulated struc
ture (29). It is not yet clear if the modulated structures which we have 
observed (Fig. 7) do result from such a décomposition process. Further work 
is in progress to clarify this point and will be published soon. 
Constraint equilibrium in the presence of point defects 

The free energy of coexisting phases is altered under irradiation 
by the presence of high point defect concentrations. This change in free ener
gy will affect the mutual stability of the various phases (21). 

In order to check if such an effect may explain the radiation 
induced precipitation of NijSi out of NiSi solid solution alloys, Bocquet 
(30) has computed the effect of the point defect supersaturation on the shape 
and location of the coexistence line between a random AB and the ordered A 3B 
FCC phases of an hypothetical alloy. All types of point defects are represen
ted by a single third element C. 

The free energy of the ternary A, B, C alloy is computed by the 
Cluster Variation Method, with tetrahedra clusters, since this method has 
been shown to be well suited for the computation of ternary phase diagrams in 
the FCC structure (31). 



In this model the only free parameters are the temperature and the 
three ordering energies 

to.. • e.. - •=• (e.. • e..) ij IJ 2 11 JJ 

where £-. is the pair interaction between nearest neighbor atoms of species i 
and j J (A, B or C). The iterative numerical procedure developed by 
Kikuchi (32) has been used in the following cases : the (A, B) alloy is an 
ordering one and (A, C) and (B, C) solutions, may separately either order (0), 
cluster (D) or be ideal (I). 

The results are shown on Fig. 10. As can be seen, with the broad 
range of values vhich have been tried, the addition of the C element could 
never shift the border between the AB solid solution and the two phase 
AB-A3B field sufficiently to account for A 3B precipitation out of a dilute AB 
solid solution. One cannot, however, exclude the possibility that a defect 
rich ordered phase of the type (AC)3B precipitates instead of A 3B (Fig. 11). 
This possibility is presently under study. In the case of unmixing however, 
more drastic effects of a small addition of the third element seem to occur 
(31). Also more realistic phase diagrams could be computed with pair energies 
which depend on the overall composition of the alloy. 

In summary, in its present state this approach does not account 
for our results, but further work is necessary before we can reach a firm 
conclusion regarding its validity. 
Precipitate nucleus stability under irradiation 

In order to check for the stability of the solid solution under 
irradiation one studies the rate of growth or decay of a precipitate nucleus. 
If a nucleus of proper size decays (grows) the solid solution is (unstable) 
stable under irradiation. 

This approach rests on the choice of an appropriate model for the 
precipitate nucleus and for the role of the point defects in the exchanges of 
atoms between the nucleus and the surrounding matrix. 

Maydet and Russell (21) made the following assumptions : 
- the nucleus is incoherent; as a consequence, if the solute and solvant 

atomic radii are unequal, a net flow of point defects towards the precipitate 
matrix interlace must accompany the growth of the nucleus in order to prevent 
the build up of stress in the matrix (33); 

- the precipitate matrix interface is assumed to be a (perfect) unbiased 
sink for point defects; 

- the solute atoms arrive at the nucleus and leave it by diffusion via 
a vacancy mechanism. The contribution of mixed dumbbells to these processes 
is not taken into account. 
With these assumptions, and provided that the net arrival rate of vacancies 
towards the nucleus is greater than that of interstitiels, this model predicts 
that oversized solute atoms will be less soluble under irradiation : indeed, 
excess vacancies arriving at the precipitate release the stress which the 
large solute atom would produce during precipitation in the absence of irra
diation. The reverse is true for undersized solute atoms. 

One interesting conclusion of this model is that the size of the 
critical nucleus is not defined by purely thermodynamical parameters (super-
saturations, surface energy, coherency energy). It involves also kinetic 
parameters (the ratio of interstitial to vacancy arrival rates at the preci
pitate matrix interface) which depend on the type of steady state reached 
under irradiation (mutual recombination or annihilation on fixed sinks control 
led point defect supersaturations). 



However, the cases of radiation induced precipitation in undersa-
turated solid solution of which we are aware all occured in the case of under
sized solute atoms (II - 15). Moreover in the case of ÎJi_ Al vndersaturated 
solid solutions, where Al is an oversized solute atom, no evidence of radiation 
induced precipitation has been reported (34). 

This contradicts Maydet and Russell's conclusions; presumebly their 
model nucleus is not realistic for the systems under discussion. 
Solute segregation to point defect sinks 

Non equilibrium solute segregation on defect sinks may be induced 
by the flow of point defects towards these sinks. This has been shown experi
mentally both in the case of vacancy fluxes (35) and of vacancy and intersti
tial fluxes (e.g. 36 - 38). Under irradiation, the build up of such solute 
segregations has been modeled by Johnson and Lam (24, 25). Fig. 12a repro
duces the relative steady state solute enrichment on the free surface of a 
thin foil as computed by Johnson and Lam (24). For a given average solute 
concentration C, the steady state solute concentration on the surface of the 
specimen will exceed the thermodynamic solubility limit C. whenever the 
solute enrichment factor SE is larger than 

C — C 
SE > SE" - * c (I) 

Lam et al (15) have suggested that this condition suffices to produce phase 
separation on the sink; Fig. 12a then allows the construction of the domain 
of phase separation in the dose rate vs temperature diagram (domain II in 
Fig. 2). This construction is shown on Fig. 12 a and 12 b. As can be seen by 
comparing Figs. 2 and 12b, the low temperature dose rate threshold predicted 
by this construction does not account for the observed behavior. 

Indeed this discrepancy may have several different origins : 
1 - the occurence of the new phase (in the case under study, ordering) 

may not be automatically triggered when the solute concentration at the sink "~ 
exceeds the thermodynamic solubility limit : a barrier for the nucleation of 
the new phase may exist; this barrier could be overcome at higher dose rates 
only; 

2 - the occurence of the new phase may obey the criterion given by eq. 1, 
but the threshold value of the solute enrichment factor is crossed during a 
transient state of strong segregation which exists at high do3e rates and 
low temperatures (24 - 26); 

3 - the ideal solid solution model on which rests Lam's estimate of the 
steady state enrichment factor, may be a poor approximation in the vicinity 
of the solubility limit where we are in a regime of chemical diffusion rather 
than diffusion in a dilute alloy. 

Clearly further work is necessary in order to construct a model of 
this phenomenon. 

Conclusion 

For those radiation effects which result from the competition bet
ween damage production and annealing by point defect migration outside the 
displacement cascades, dose rate effects are of prime interest. The example of 
radiation induced precipitation in Ni Si solid solution alloys shows the 
existence of dose rate thresholds below which no precipitation occurs. These 
thresholds are temperature and composition dependent. This allows the defini
tion of a solubility limit under irradiation which is temperature and dose 
rate dependent. 

The existing models for radiation induced precipitation do not 
fully account for the observations. Further experimental and theoretical work 



is in progress; in particular, a Monte Carlo simulation similar to that used 
for swelling (6) is under study. 
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